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A Year to Forget?
What an extraordinary year 2020 has been... It is difficult to take in what has happened over the last 9
months or so; only a year ago, few of us would have believed that many of these events could really
happen. Back in March, many of us undoubtedly thought that life would return to near-normal after the
12-week lock-in decreed by the Prime Minister in that momentous Downing Street briefing. Sadly, this
was not to be...
Tragically, many of us are still dealing with the life-changing consequences this crisis has brought. We
have been separated from our families, friends and colleagues and had to make life choices which have
caused a lot of pain and required tremendous resilience.
The much-used term “unprecedented” is, regrettably, all-too appropriate to describe the catastrophic
effect on people and on businesses of this accursed virus.
But, thanks to heroic efforts on the part of the scientific community, happily, vaccines are now beginning
to become available, and so the horror story may begin to come to an end. Thank goodness!
The enforced lockdown has brought many challenges for most people. For a few artists, the uninterrupted
days have presented a welcome opportunity to paint for long periods – a new luxury. Others have felt a
curious lack of motivation, due to the lack of opportunities to exhibit their work in a conventional way, and
the lack of feedback. Some have embraced the use of social media to show their creations to a new,
larger audience, and have taken advantage of schemes to sell works at heavily discounted prices, but at
least generate a little income. Some took to producing portraits of NHS staff, as a thank you for their
arduous and harrowing work at the height of the pandemic.
Art galleries too, have had singular challenges, with enforced closures at certain times, and a much-
reduced footfall when they were able to open. As we have all seen, many businesses have been quite
unable to trade, and have sadly closed their doors for good...
We are pleased to present here some of the work and ideas of a few of our members. We hope that they
may give you some inspiration. On the cover: “Summer’s Here”, by Margaret Mallows ProvIEA

Events resume!
During the lockdowns, the IEA Council has held a number of online meetings to discuss business. You
may have seen on the website that one or two events have also taken place - online also - thanks to the
hard work undertaken by Jane Hodgson.

In particular, there was the recent still-life workshop hosted by Mo Teeuw on November 26th, and watched
by more than 50 people, a wonderful result! Thank you and well done to Mo for your hard work with this.

On December 10th, Ian McManus is holding a Zoom workshop, in which he will be painting a street secne.
These Zoom demonstrations are great value, at only £5; each viewer receives a copy of the recorded
event afterwards, and there is the opportunity to ask questions during the live action.

Our biggest event is of course the IEA Open Exhibition, which has been re-scheduled for May 2021.
We have great hopes for this exhibition; there is a good chance that much of the population will have
been vaccinated by then, making socialising and travel more feasible. With luck, it should therefore be
a near-normal exhibition, and at a time of year more conducive to spending a day in Holt!

The dates for the 2021 Open are: Saturday 15th May - Tuesday 25th May. We expect to begin accepting
submissions around 12 weeks before the opening date; please check on the website for the actual date.



A word from our founder
Early this year I decided to submit my four paintings for the ROI exhibition, based on Norfolk, having
intended to get round to my favourite Norfolk locations and produce something new. However, having
taken a bit of time to recover from my operation in August... along came Covid and I was then “shielded”
in March for twelve weeks, as I was classed “ vulnerable “ ... not only from my last operation but from the
spleen removal over 5 years previously.
I then decided to go back to my sketches and photos and paint yet again some Venice paintings for the
ROI. I found it quite hard to decide what to paint, but eventually chose some back street canals. When I
found myself floundering at times, I took time out to produce “fields and trees” together with my normal
marsh and sky work, and all painted without venturing beyond the front door, and based upon my previous
visits to the marshes of Norfolk and Pensthorpe. Some days painting became difficult, but I am good at
persevering if nothing else, and always aim to produce better work upon every visit to my easel, even if
this is not always achieved.
I like starting my work at first light and finishing lunchtime, so winter is not the best for me. I have kept in
touch with the IEA but I am unable to get more fully involved, as being an ROI council member I have
other things on my plate. Although I was not able to get to London, zoom meetings have now taken over…
and I also had 2400+ digital images to select from together with upgrades, prizes etc And now ...two
further meetings in December.
I have attached some images to hopefully explain what I have been up to.
I was unable to put my work online for the IEA as I am already involved with ROI online, together with a
further two galleries showing work this way. I trust this gives readers a brief insight of what I have been
up to, and that I am still alive and kicking... sort of !

Brian  Ryder ROI. FIEA.



And from the President

Perks of the Job
As most of my work is commissioned, I do get to meet some amazing people and companies as well
as military regiments and squadrons. And these commissions do sometimes generate circumstances
and events which are above and beyond the actual commissioned painting.
One such event was back, just before COVID lockdown when  I was asked to drive down to Portland
Bill to talk through a commission relating to the fleet of Sea King Helicopters based there under the
HeliOps banner.
I spent  the day with them, talking, sketching and photographing and was then asked to come back

to be taken on a flight in the Sea
King. Now this is something you
don't get offered every day, so, it
was all booked.... but then COVID
came. Fortunately, they are now just
waiting  for that window after
lockdown to get me up in the air in
the Sea King.
I know many artists do not like
working on commissions, but for me,
I love the relational and interactive
aspect of this work. I have met
people from all works of life and get
to do things that money just cannot
buy. It really is a perk of the job.
Here is a preparatory painting I did
of the Sea King I will be flying in soon.
Derek Blois PIEA AGAvA

Introducing - Margaret Mallows ProvIEA

Margaret became a Provisional Member of the IEA at last year’s
Open Exhibition, when she submitted this lovely screenprint, among
others. She has enjoyed great success this year, despite the adverse
conditions! We pick up her fascinating story from her bio on the IEA
website:

“Having drawn and painted since an early age, leaving school at 16,
I started working for artist Dennis Syrett in his Art Shop. Dennis
encouraged my painting, and in my teens, I exhibited for 2
consecutive years at the Mall Galleries in London. Life thereafter
became very busy, with work and family commitments leaving almost
no time to create over the next 40 years. During that time my love of
hand-made prints developed - they have a wonderful unique quality
quite unlike paintings, and are an affordable way to own original art.

Just over 3 years ago it was my time to start creating again, and I taught myself reduction method
lino printing and dry point etching. Buying a starter kit and book, from my very first print I was hooked
-and wanted to learn more. Within a short time, I had confidence in the work I was producing and
began exhibiting locally and selling online; my work is now in collectors’ homes in 22 countries, from
Australia to Ukraine, and various others between.



Inspiration comes from my surroundings, occasionally with a twist of humour!

February 2020 - Exhibitor Royal Society of British Artists 303rd Annual
exhibition. March 2020 - 2 prints shortlisted for The New English Art Club
exhibition Mall Galleries. March 2020 - Shortlisted for the Royal Academy
Summer Exhibition. July 2020 - Exhibitor - TALP Exhibition - Patchings
Festival online this year. August 2020 - Exhibitor - Curated Summer Open
Exhibition Babylon Gallery Ely. Sept 2020 - Winner of The Artist magazine
monthly calendar challenge competition. Sept 2020 - Exhibitor, Society of
Women Artists 159th open exhibition. Nov 2020 - Article published for The
Artist magazine online website Painters Online.
My best ever year for sales – 400 to date.

Congratulations Margaret! You are an inspiration for us all.

Illustrated here, clockwise from top left:
Poppy Fields, Norfolk
Cumbrian twilight
Sunset over the Fens
Rush hour
On this issue’s cover, we are delighted to reproduce
Margaret’s beautiful and uplifting evocation of
warmer and happier times: “Summer’s Here”.



News from past President, Bob Brandt FIEA

Hopefully, Dear Reader, by the time this newsletter hits the internet we will al be able to see that the
end of the gloomy tunnel of 2020 is quite definitely closer. Being locked down, furloughed or otherwise
kept away from our friends has had a rather deadening effect on the work of many painters, but luckily,
I was able to seek inspiration from the photos I took while attending a geographical conference with
my daughter Jane and her husband in Crete early in March.
Well, to be truthful, Gary and I were just tagging along for the ride, but we enjoyed some merry suppers
of delicious local food with geographers from many parts of Europe, after spending our days exploring
parts of that charming island.
By very good fortune, it was on the very last evening of our stay that the Greek government ordered
a complete lock-down of all tourist facilities, and we took one of the last flights back home next morning.
As usual, most of the pictures I took were typical holiday snaps, but with no other recent reference
to hand I was pleased to find some which I could use as the basis for designing a series of paintings.
I have long ago abandoned the idea that I can produce paintings directly from photographs; rather I
use them as a way to recapture the ‘feeling’ of being in a certain place at a certain time, often borrowing
features from a number of photos and assembling them together in a way I hope will be pleasing.
Relieved of the responsibility of producing highly-finished paintings in my usual style, I chose to paint
this group as freely and quickly as possible. I realised yet again that the quickest way to ruin a painting
is to start worrying about it. We are our own worst critics.
Note: I will be continuing to run the IEA Home Support Scheme for painters until we confidently burst
out of that gloomy tunnel. This service is available to all painters, regardless of their level of experience
and whether or not they are members or supporters of the IEA. Just send me some pictures of your
work and let me know what kind of advice you are looking for.
My address is: bobclockhouse@gmail.com. I look forward to hearing from you.

Bob Brandt FIEA.

All paintings are in oils on canvas panels. Titles, left to right:
‘Piran Harbour’, 10 x 10 inches. ‘In Chania’, 20 x 20 inches.
Next page:
‘The Port of Heraklion’ 16 x 16 inches. ‘One inside’, 16 x 16 inches.



Website and other Electronic Activity

Mark Wilkins, our administrator, has continued working hard behind the scenes, making sure that
the website has up-to-date content, and organising the Council’s online meetings, as well as assisting
on the technical side with the Zoom workshops.
There was some frustration, after the big build-up to the launch of the Online Gallery, when a few
glitches crept into the system, so that it was not possible to see paintings at a decent size. Thankfully,
this has now been remedied, and the gallery works very well. Thank you to Mark and Emma Kate
Hulett for their work with this valuable asset.
Mark reports:

Mo's workshop, after a couple of technical hitches, I am pleased to say went extremely well.
Thanks goes to Jane and Mo for this event and even as a non-painter I enjoyed watching Mo create
her still life!
We had 64 bookings (including some Members and Friends) with over 50 attending online.
The private link for the video has also been sent out to everyone who joined or was unable to join.
A donation link for £5 to receive this newsletter/link has also been set-up and again we have received
a couple of donations to date.
Off the back of this we have started to receive bookings for Ian's event in a couple of weeks time,
and as at the end of November, stands at 20. (This event on December 10th)
Online Gallery Success
We sold a painting direct online last night and have had enquiries on a couple of others!

Social Media
If you have not already looked, please note that the IEA has a strong presence on social media -
Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter, with the first two in particular reaching a lot of people. Thank you
to Mari French for continuing to run this operation so ably!

Events Organiser Jane Hodgson takes up the tale of  the Zoom workshops on the next page.



The number of accidental photos I take - see the
one to the right of me painting my son (faint green
tee in reflection) gives a clue to my mastery of all
things technical. The challenge of volunteering to
host on-line Zoom workshops was therefore huge.
However, needs must. As for most groups in the
current Covid situation, on-line competence is now
essential.  Advice from my friend who hosts an
on-line life drawing group, watching many “how to”
and “the idiots guide to zoom meetings”, and
several practise runs with other IEA members,
workshop painter Mo Teeuw and IEA secretary
Mark saw us host our first on-line workshop under
the IEA banner in November.
Mo is a magnificent demonstrator and a wonderful painter. Her very interesting two hour demonstration
of the set up below left is available view through the IEA website for a £5- donation.

On a personal level, Jane Hodgson is delighted to have
been selected for this years Royal Institute of Oil
Painters exhibition at the Mall Galleries. All works in the
ROI show are can be viewed online, and purchased via
the Mall Galleries / ROI website.
This painting is called Boat, Fisherman and Bird.

Shown right is Mo Teeuw’s resulting
demonstration painting produced during the
online workshop.



Sally Temple AIEA is
holding another exhibition
at the Cley Nature Reserve
Gallery, on the coast road
just east of the village.
Dates and times can be
seen in the poster at left.

As many of you will know,
Sally’s family runs ferries
and trip boats out to
Blakeney Point; this area is
definitely in her blood, and
she spends hours walking
over the salt marshes and
creeks. She paints with her
fingers only!

Illustrated on right, “Light
Through the Grasses.”

Michele Ashby AIEA has had an extremely busy year,
taking part in at least 19 group exhibitions to date. Many of
these were in the USA and Canada.

She has won numerous awards as a result, including 2nd

place in the Pastel Society of Southeast Texas exhibition
for her accomplished piece  “Maybe Tomorrow…” which is
illustrated above right, together with the commendation.

Michele also took part in portrait painter Tom Croft’s
“Portraits for NHS Heroes” scheme, instigated early in the
first lockdown, which saw hundreds of artists paint portraits
of NHS and care home staff as a thank you for their
sacrifices during the covid pandemic.

Shown above left is Michele’s portrait of Laura, a Sister in
A&E, which was reproduced in the book of the project
(shown right) which Tom Croft published during the summer.



Michele was not the only IEA artist to join Tom Croft’s scheme. Among others, IEA President Derek
Blois produced 8 portraits for NHS staff, two of which are shown above left and centre. Andrew
Dibben, not generally known for his portraits, painted 9, including the two illustrated at far right.

Meanwhile, Eddie Goodridge, who was treated for a virus at the end of last year, donated this very
fine, large painting entitled “Night Angels” to the Norfolk & Norwich University Hospital, as a thank
you for the care he enjoyed there. (Below left)

The Gallery Holt staged the water media
exhibition entitled “A Narrative” during
October. Each staff member chose their
favourite 3 paintings; Kimberley Walker
had 2 selected in this process, including this
beauty, called “Out of the Blue”.

She writes: “I love the colours of the fading
Cornflower, which has its own quiet beauty
that juxtaposes beautifully with the impact and
vibrancy of the younger bloom.
Its turns out that Cornflowers represent ‘Hope
for the Future’ which seems a lovely message
after the difficult times for everyone this year;
now we are hopefully moving out of the blue!”



Mari French, the IEA’s social
media guru, has enjoyed some
success with sales this year.
Above is a mixed media work on
paper, based on the North York
Moors landscape, and entitled
“Changing Colours, Moorland”,
which sold from Gallery East in
Woodbridge last month.
Meanwhile, this work in acrylics,
“Bright Creeks and Moorings”,
was sold to a buyer in
Gloucestershire.
Mari has also enjoyed creating
images based on her garden, as
seen in the example below.

You may recall that Andrew Dibben
revealed his 11-year long “Abyssworld”
project in the last issue of the Newsletter. The
exciting news is that Nebbid Werdna’s
Abyssworld is currently on display in a
wonderful new large gallery space in central
Great Yarmouth - Primeyarc. The book of
the project has also been published.

Primeyarc, located in the Market Gates
shopping centre, has been set up by  the
organisation originalprojects;  this works
with the communities, industries and heritage
of Great Yarmouth to uncover, support,
create and promote cultural assets.

The Abyssworld exhibition, with 80+ works on display, is
open from Wednesday-Sunday, 12 - 5.30pm. (12 - 4 on
Sundays). It is due to run through to the 31st January, apart
from the forthcoming festive days.



A Miscellany of Members’ Work
Godfrey Sayers IEA is bringing out a new book about the
rise and fall of the Glaven ports entitled “Shifting Sands”.
Note the glorious paintings featured on the jacket, above.

Clockwise from right:
Still life by Mo Teeuw
East Coast Sunset by Graham Webber
Walberswick Red and Gold - Mita Higton
Fishermen at Qingdao, China - Ian McManus



Makena - 48”x40” - John Glover

Hong Kong city scene - John Patchett

Above - Martello Storm - Steve Higton
Below - Humble Golden Dandelions - Pauline Sexton

 Ruby -  Liz Balkwill
Below - Made It -  Derek Blois



I hope you enjoy this issue’s Arty Quiz! Some questions are fairly easy, others are rather tricky. The first
person to email all the correct answers to me will win a (smallish!) box of chocolates. Send your
answers to: norfolkdibben@outlook.com. Don’t forget to include your postal address, in case you are
the winner!

The answers will be posted on the IEA Facebook page at the end of December.

Who are the following:

1. This (living) artist has 34 works in the collection of the Tate Gallery London, and is a Freeman of
the City of Norwich. Described by artist Richard Hamilton as “the best draughtsman in England
since William Blake.”

2. (Two parter) Which French artist said of which of his contemporaries - “He is just an eye… But
what an eye!”

3. In 1985, this very popular American artist revealed a large collection of intimate studies of a model,
which he had been working on for 15 years, unbeknownst to his wife, who acted as his ‘manager’.
There were drawings, watercolours and egg temperas, with numerous nude studies.

4. Greatly fêted in recent times, she was the first woman to become a member of the Accademia di
Arte del Disegno, in Florence, and she became one of the most accomplished 17th Century artists.
She was painting professionally by the age of 15.

5. Which artist produced a famous painting entitled “The Potato Eaters”? An artist friend of his,
unimpressed by it, wrote to him: “Come on! Art is too important, it seems to me, to be treated so
cavalierly.”

6. In 1762, George III paid £20,000 for a collection of 50 paintings and 142 drawings by this Italian
artist. (That would be about £4,500,000 in today’s value). Which artist?

7. This Swiss-born artist famously said: “Art does not reproduce the visible; rather, it makes visible.”
And also: “A line is a dot that went for a walk.”

8. This English illustrator and children’s book author has illustrated 18 books by Roald Dahl.

9. The sculptor Auguste Rodin said of this Dutch artist: “Compare me with xxxx? What sacrilege!
With xxxx, the colossus of art! We should prostrate ourselves before xxxx and never compare
anyone with him!”     Who is this?

10. This 17th Century Spanish artist only produced between 110 and 120 canvases, and no etchings
or engravings. Manet described him as “…the painter of painters.”

11. In May 2015, the painting “Women of Algiers” set the record for the highest price ever paid for a
painting at auction (to that date) when it sold for $179.3 million at Christie’s in New York. Who is it by?

12. The record price paid for a painting at auction was smashed again in November 2017, when a buyer
paid $469.7million at Christie’s, New York, for the 26”x19” work “Salvator Mundi”. Who painted this?

13. This English artist, who died in 1980, designed the tapestry for the rebuilt Coventry Cathedral; it
was unveiled in 1962, and is one of the largest tapestries ever produced in a single piece.

14. Which architect designed the Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao?

15. This very well-known artist designed the small sculpture of St George Slaying the Dragon, which
adorns the bonnet of whichever state limousine H.M. the Queen is travelling in.

A very Happy Christmas to all our readers!

mailto:norfolkdibben@outlook.com.

